
10 Steps To Building a B2B
Lead generation Machine

A step by step guide to build your
own lead generation system.



Intro 
The goal of sales prospecting is simple: to get more clients.
Your time and efforts should be pointed toward identifying
potential new business opportunities. There is no single
method of doing this; there are many, and quite a few can be
effective in the right context. But 42% of sales reps named
prospecting as the most challenging stage of the sale process, a
report says. 

Why is it so challenging? To prospect successfully, you need to
focus your time and energy on the methods that work best for
you. But it’s not always clear what will work best. You should
include each of the following in your arsenal: email marketing,
inbound marketing, cold calling, networking, trade shows and
conferences, direct mail, social networking, and referrals. It’s
also important to find an engine that can do some of this for
you, ensuring you are amplifying your prospecting footprint. 

Let’s look at the steps you should take to build that engine.

https://research.hubspot.com/charts/part-of-the-sales-process-reps-struggle-with?_ga=2.112063108.1678364997.1556002038-2133346062.1545294959&__hstc=163636576.3d43164fd419923c123c7857ec59072d.1652729092765.1652729092765.1652729092765.1&__hssc=163636576.1.1652729092766&__hsfp=2089802660


Step 1
Perform Industry and 

Market Research



Use Google Analytics
Look at social media analytics
Use Facebook Insights
Check on website performance
Engage with social media audiences
Create a reader persona to target blog content

Step 1 - Perform Industry and Market Research
Understanding your target audience can lead to much more
successful campaigns, as customers will feel like they connect with
your brand. 

A target audience is a group of consumers characterized by
behavior and specific demographics that make them more likely to
purchase your product than the average consumer. For example, if
you’re a sportswear company, female elite athletes between the
ages of 20 and 30 would be one target audience for you.

Identifying target audiences is a crucial activity for most
businesses, influencing decision making for marketing strategy,
like how to appeal to customers, where to spend on ads, and even
which products to build next. Some ways to learn more about who
your target audience should be are to:

Crucially, look at your current customer base. Who are your
existing customers? Why do they buy from you? Look for common
characteristics and interests. Which ones bring in the most
business? It’s likely that other people like them could also benefit
from your product or service. 

Also, check out your competition. Who are your competitors
targeting? Who are their current customers? Don't necessarily go
after the same market; you may find your own niche market that
your competitors are overlooking.



Step 2
Define Your Ideal 
Customer Profile



Step 2 - Define Your Ideal Customer Profile
Once you have a feel for who your target audience is, you need
to get more granular and define your ideal customer profile
(ICP). An ideal customer profile is defined as the type of
company that would benefit the most from your product or
service. 

Customers that fit into your ICP are most likely to buy and
continue to use your product, making them very important for
business growth. What titles do you want to be targeting?
(Spoiler Alert: It’s not the C level titles. Everyone says that, but
it’s not true.) What industry are you prospecting into? Can you
gather any information on what firmographic data (geographic
area, number of clients, type of organization, industry,
technologies use, etc.) you may be able to identify? 



Step 3
Make Sure You 
Have Content



Step 3 - Make Sure You Have Content (applicable to your
Ideal Customer Profile)

For content to be successful, it must have a clear objective.

Salespeople have limited time and resources. The goal of sales
enablement is to arm your internal sales team with the resources
to sell more effectively. This means creating content that helps
push deals forward so that sales reps can spend more time selling
and less time coming up with material on their own. Sales
enablement content can take various forms. Anything from
training materials to product pricing plans can fall under this
category. 

The type of content you should create depends on what it will be
used for. During the prospecting and nurturing phases of the sales
process, an e-book or case study can be helpful in keeping
prospects warm and providing the prospect immediate value
upfront. For sales conversations that take place during the
negotiation phase, a competitive one-pager would likely be more
effective at moving that deal forward.



Step 4
Establish Your

Communication Channels



Step 4: Establish Your Communication Channels
Define your Sequences or Cadences
Rather than launch one phone call or email and then moving on,
prospecting sequences let sales reps launch a series of touch
points that roll out automatically over a period of time. For
example, the prospect might get an email today, another email in
three days, a phone call, a social touch, and then another email.

Using Phone, Email, and Social
We all know that prospecting is a numbers game. Only a small
percentage of phone calls turn to appointments. The same goes
for emails, strategic stop-ins, and social touches. Fortunately, by
combining all of the above your reps significantly increase their
win-rate. Sequences leverage multiple touch points to maximize
the chance your reps will get an appointment.

Increased personalization is key
Personalization in sales refers to the act of tailoring a pitch so it
acutely addresses the pain points, needs, and challenges of the
customer, all while making them feel appreciated.
 
Personalization is especially effective at driving repeat
engagement and loyalty over time. Recurring interactions create
more data from which brands can design ever-more relevant
experiences—creating a flywheel effect that generates strong,
long-term customer lifetime value and loyalty.



Step 5
Define the Process For 

When You Have an HQL



Step 5 - Define the Process for When You Have an HQL
In the beginning, the sales-qualified lead was created—the
powerful SQL. SQLs are prospective customers who have
moved down the sales funnel. Often starting as a marketing
qualified lead, these leads show more interest via the sales
and/or marketing team’s activity over time, becoming a SQL
that the sales team can now work on converting them into an
active customer.

Then there was the MQL, the marketing-qualified lead. MQLs
are defined as leads who have intentionally engaged by
performing actions like providing you their contact information,
opting into a marketing email, downloading a whitepaper, or re-
visiting your website.  

Now there is the HQL, the highly qualified lead, which is so
important to the sales process in our digital age.

An MQL becomes an SQL once they are ready to talk to the
sales team. But sales and marketing historically have had
“issues” with each other. Marketing passes MQLs to
salespeople and often they do not move far. How can you
ensure they are more qualified for the salesperson?

Sales leads must be based on an ideal customer profile (ICP). If
this is properly defined, then all MQLs are ICP-driven. Often,
companies are looking for intent data as well, to ensure the
leads have some level of interest in what you are selling. Now,
imagine if you can track a lead that has multiple interactions
based on a specific domain that is trackable back to a specific
set of email outreach. This is what Union Resolute coined as an
HQL.



Step 6
Build Your List



Step 6 - Build Your List
Now that you have defined what counts as a highly qualified lead
(HQL) for your business, it’s time to build your list of potential
customers. These should be primarily made of individuals that fall
within your ICP, meeting the demographic information that is
more likely to be found in people interested in what you’re selling.
They’re looking for you, they just might not know it yet!

Using a combination of technographic (related to the tools used in
a technology stack) and firmographic (related to business-level
details) data will help you refine your list before handing it off to
be acted upon. Check for relevant job titles, as those are the most
likely people to be in charge of purchasing decisions—or at least
have the ear of the people who make those decisions.



Step 7
Set Up Your 

Toolset



Step 7 - Set Up Your Toolset 
Three are many sources of data out there to choose from, and
which you choose really depends on which data is more relevant
to you when reaching out to your ICP

You'll need a CRM to help streamline the entire sales cycle, which
results in closing deals in your sales pipeline and helping everyone
in the team to reach targets faster. Since processing orders and
preparing quotes can be automated in a CRM, sales teams are able
to reduce production costs and increase sales revenue.

You will need outbound emailing software like HubSpot Sales Pro
or Salesloft (which is our tool of choice). Salesforce has recently
released High Velocity Sales, which may also be a good tool for
you.



Step 8
Use AI and Intent 

Data



Step 8 - Use AI and Intent Data
Using artificial intelligence (AI) and/or intent data allows you to
contact the right person at the right time with the right content.

Uncovering opportunities requires being equally creative and
strategic in the ways you generate sales and build a backlog. It’s
more important than ever to invest in the front end of your
business and start conversations with potential clients. Intent data
becomes even more powerful, as it allows you to see who is in the
market for your product or service and start the conversations
that are relevant to what is going on now. Leveraging this
information will allow you to build and optimize a sales engine
with new connections who will be buying now or in the future.
Sure, the time-to-lead or -deal will be longer, but this just means
the discipline required to keep pressing forward is greater than
ever. A longer sales cycle just means keeping up with putting the
relevant content in front of a prospect who has shown signals that
they are in the market. 



Step 9
Deploy Outreach With
Discipline and Diligence



Step 9 - Deploy Outreach with Discipline and Diligence
Stay Focused 
In order to be successful at sales, salespeople acquire new clients
and get as many qualified conversations as possible. To do so, they
have to know how to start a conversation. Prospecting is the art of
generating interest where these business opportunities later turn
into deals. And all deals start with outreach. 

Improving prospecting results begins with ensuring it is always on,
every day. There is no particular time or day that is better for
prospecting. Pipelines and funnels are designed to continuously be
filled so salespeople can start to get the prospect to convert to an
opportunity. It’s a game of numbers, and since you’ve done the
work of finding the right people and know the messages that will
most resonate with them, the numbers are shifting in your favor. 
  
Look for the “No” 
Part of the prospecting journey is hearing “no.” You are going to
hear it a lot, but keep in mind that when you do it means you are
making progress. All relationships take time to build. Sometimes
it’s just not in the cards, and sometimes the no is temporary. Your
consistent pursuit of good clients will generate a fair amount of
rejection, but do not take it personally, and don’t give up; know
when a “not going to purchase this” really has a silent “yet”
attached at the end of it..  
 
Some of the best relationships and deals will take the longest time
to win, and your consistent nurturing of these relationships will
open opportunities over time. So many prospectors and
salespeople give up and feel badly when they are rejected. This is
a game of discipline and diligence; stay determined to see if the
prospect is a good fit for your company. Remember, you are not
selling—you are seeing if there is interest. 



Step 10
Measure, Rinse, Repeat



Calls made
Emails sent
Conversations
Social media interactions
Scheduled meetings
Demos or sales presentations
Referral requests
Proposals sent

Step 10 - Measure, Rinse, Repeat
Sales metrics are data points that represent an individual's, team's,
or company's performance. They help track progress toward goals,
prepare for future growth, adjust sales compensation, award
incentives and bonuses, and identify any strategic issues.

Imagine one of your reps isn’t hitting their quota. Looking into
their activity metrics, you discover they aren’t sending enough
emails to generate the number of calls they need. You can’t
control how much this salesperson sells—but you can tell them to
increase their daily email output, and quite likely their sales will
increase.

Activity metrics include the number of:

Activity sales metrics are leading indicators; they predict your
ultimate results. The first step toward better results is improving
these metrics when they’re low.



Conclusion



Conclusion 
Union Resolute was founded on the belief that a sales engine is
critical to the lifeblood of all companies looking to keep a pipeline
fresh and growing. Prospecting is hard. It is imperative that you
build, borrow, or buy a prospecting engine that is in constant flight
and can keep up with your business as you expand.

If you need help setting up your lead generation process, please
reach out to us at unionresolute.com

https://www.unionresolute.com/

